from the desk of

JESS STAINBROOK, Executive Producer

2019 Producer's Report
Dear Kingdom Series Fans,

As you know, Chuck and my team, along with all of you, have been patiently seeking the Lord and His timing
for producing the Kingdom Series and Knights of Arrethtrae books into movies. And in listening to your
excitement as fans of the books (myself included!), we want to offer you the opportunity to "invest" in
the movie series with us!
One of the most encouraging things that happened this year was the crowd funding that came in supporting
The Chosen, a TV series on the life of Jesus from Dallas Jenkins with VidAngel overseeing the legal and
financial areas. They raised over $11 million in a very short period of time to produce that series. And instead
of those being just donations, they were investments so everyone will receive ROI (Return on Investment) if
the project makes money.
In diligently keeping an eye on the media marketplace (see the attached information), which includes both
theatrical released films and OTT subscriptions services like Netflix, Amazon Prime and Hulu, there have been
many positive trends which seem to be working to our advantage, like the ability to crowd fund online and
allow for fans to become investors. When we first discussed this project back in 2010, the budgets were
much, much higher and cost prohibitive. But with the creation of many TV series, the prices for production
and shooting such a project have come down significantly. Also, with groups like Netflix spending literally
billions of dollars every year for original programming, well, that landscape in this movie and media business
has changed greatly to our advantage. And we are seeing a LOT of Christian movies in the marketplace
doing very well. See our information from Movieguide® and the Hollywood Reporter.
We have had a few people step forward with various large levels of possible investment funding, but not
enough to really get the project off the ground. So, we want to gather information that allows us to "prove"
to a distribution partner (like VidAngel) that we have the support
and ability to launch this project similar to how The Chosen and
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Fan Participation Survey! �
HOW YOU CAN HELP!

Your input is crucial!

�

If you are wanting and willing to invest in this Kingdom Series movie project a minimum of at least $100, we
want to know how much you and your family is willing to commit. We are seeking a minimum of $3 million
to get this project going, with the goal of hopefully a lot more. We are only asking for your pledge of this
funding right now. Once we can confirm that there is enough interest to make this happen, we will
re-contact you to invest in an official way. At that time, should you choose to join us, your investment will be
divided with everyone else that commits to investing and you will own a "share" of the production
company for making these movies with Chuck Black!
Click on this link and fill out the survey that has your information and non-binding pledge amount. You will
not be responsible for this commitment, so please be honest so we have accurate data to present to our
potential partners. Once we see the numbers pass $3M, we will get back in touch and ask you to officially
join our mission and sign up with your pledged funds to the project.
We are very excited and hope you will join us in this adventure! The King reigns... And His Son!

www.kingdomseriesmovie.com

